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Meet the demand for protein-enriched, 
delicious foods with pulse proteins

Create exciting new food products that are highly nutritious, protein-enriched  
and certified gluten-free with our new, innovative range of pulse protein  

concentrates. Sustainably-sourced VITESSENCETM Pulse proteins can boost  
the nutritional profile of your formulations and help you achieve claims  

such as ‘high protein’ or ‘source of protein’.
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Powerful protein ingredients for nutritious, delicious foods

VITESSENCETM Pulse proteins

Protein is one of the top trends in nutrition, health and wellness in Europe and it appears to be here to stay. With consumer 

interest in protein-rich foods continuing to rise and an increasing number of mainstream products marked with a ‘high 

protein’ claim appearing on supermarket shelves, protein is in demand and has made the transition from a ‘must-have’ for 

‘lifestyle’ consumers to mass market.

The most common source of protein in the average European diet is meat. However, for consumers looking for an alternative 

to meat, nutritious plant protein can be a healthy option. With more focus on health and nutrition, consumers are eager to 

explore other non-meat options.

For you, the manufacturer, identifying the right source of protein for your food products to enable you to add that all-important 

‘high in protein’ label to the packaging can be challenge. Meat or dairy may not always by the right choice for your products, and 

both cost and sustainability are also primary considerations.

This is where Ingredion’s range of VITESSENCETM Pulse proteins can play a key role.

Derived from pea, lentil and faba beans (commonly known also as broad beans) VITESSENCETM Pulse protein concentrates 

allow you to create products which can be labelled ‘source of protein’ or ‘high in protein.’ Ideal to enrich foods such as baked 

goods, snacks, cereals and meat substitutes, VITESSENCETM Pulse proteins are clean label and free from common allergens, 

such as gluten.* They are also sustainably sourced and a cost-effective solution to improving the nutritional profile of your 

product. So, not only can you meet the demand for ‘high protein’ foods, but you can create exciting new products for other 

growing markets – gluten free, clean label and sustainable foods. 

Available in a very fine particle size, the protein concentrates have an excellent batch-to-batch consistency. There are three 

pulses in the range that vary by source and protein content and are all naturally high in fibre. They are:

• VITESSENCETM Pulse 1550

This product is a yellow pea protein concentrate, which consists 

of 55% protein

• VITESSENCETM Pulse 2550

This product is a yellow lentil protein concentrate, which 

incorporates 55% protein

• VITESSENCETM Pulse 3600

This product is a faba bean protein concentrate, which consists 

of 60% protein

To find out more about how our VITESSENCE™ Pulse protein 

concentrate range can help you create clean label, protein enriched

food products, contact Ingredion today.

Our in-house chefs and food technologists would be delighted 

to help you explore the benefits of pulse proteins and create 

consumer-winning recipes.
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